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Key points

Theme of night: retrieval – going back home; back to God
Book of Enoch

Ascension pain a way to step into new place of "land that is fairer than day", slay mammon
(Goliath) and then new way to embrace place of power.
When empires, kingdoms, dynasties merge IT IS ALL ABOUT YOU. That’s how the feudal
system applies.
Merging of kingdoms, dynasties, empires has to do with piercing of eastern sky / gate (and
fall of tai chi).

With all this obsolescing and retrieving we’re also flipping into something (eg. get diarrhea
and have to flip it back to normal wet/dry balance), to flip or balance in all realms.
Can’t base your reality on what you're experiencing / seeing, it’s not real. Like JW's lost car
hand-washing experience.

Bob has balls to say the most ridiculous things and is surprised when they come true.
When you come up against rules, constraints, difficulties: you have to have this knower,
when in doubt give it a shout (keys & aethyrs)
You have to have enough tactile visceral knowing that when it shifts, you don't get thrown
into another quadrant.

Coefficient of the relation is the substrate of the process of retrieval (consanguinity and
getting back to God).
When you find yourself in these different places and notice weird things like Elon being
richest man, that's slippage.
Now slippage has to connect. Know “what condition your condition is in”

1800h
48m
@Ginney

Mormon Book of Alma
What Youth: Alma 5:14 quote
It’s topical. Book of Mormon validates larger compendium of fall of man.



BoM is very particular about that.
Alma 5:14 is about what’s the next step. De-segregated segregation.

Silence is end of acoustic space: day the music died.

Alma 5:14 from Book of Mormon in relation to the 7th seal:
14 And now behold, I ask of you, my brethren of the church, have ye spiritually been born of
God? Have ye received his image in your countenances? Have ye experienced this mighty
change in your hearts?

Carolyn gets a point, knows what she’s doing when stomping down hell hill (doing keys
and aethyrs). If it doesn’t take, she adjusts.

Alma 5:14 is the setting of… you had kingdoms ruled by kings, empires run by moguls, and now
you have countries run by govt’s. That’s the shift. It’s a mammon thing.

We have ended 42 from Hitchhikers Guide to the Galaxy, ended title 42.

Credit scores as example of being judged by a system that has failed.

Alma 5:14 have ye spiritually been born of God?
Separation from mammon.

You wouldn’t have a New Testament if it wasn’t for Isaiah, but the NT isn’t very Isaiah-like.

You can’t gauge reality by what you see anymore. All a distraction.

1900h
JW doesn’t even trust himself because the sand you’re standing on isn’t credible enough. They
made food a nothing, a non sequitur. No nutritional value.
That’s where Completement formulas come in. Until your body prescribes a different outcome.

Travails of ascension pain: shifting change that gives potential capacity to take step into
land that is fairer than day.
You nudge yourself into that place and become like little David, “God, send me”, (to kill
mammon).
David took 5 smooth stones (5 bodies).
Goliath falls and then new way to embrace place of power.
Gaining confidence, that’s the judgement, you judge yourself. That’s what you have to
get over in engaging your place of power.

You’re fixing to see a lot of hive mind activity.



Have ye received his image in your countenances?
They’d look in the mirror and see God. They made a lineage to find your way to heaven. They
remove everything that could challenge that.
Long case clock, pendulum, weights, makes tick tick action give pertinence of passing time, so
you could know what time it is.

How do you get those conditions into your individual meat sack capacity, sooner or later it’s
hewn from the rock (Isom Lee).
We gotta find out how to apply responses from conditioned responses. Wyndham Lewis
laid it out.

Book of Mormon: Alma 5:14 change of heart?
Shifting of how your body works. Different exit game.

12m
TikTok is just for communication: Hive mind, set points, monoliths.
Gives contrarian position of how it doesn’t apply to you. You have to become god, not
TikTok.
TikTok is to mass communicate the fall of media ecology.
Media ecology being replaced.

@Bert: Tiktok now echoes what iON laid out past 4 years.
Not much news, just one plan and many things around that.

Tiktok tells them what’s going down.
Do this right and know how AI is gonna win or how you’re gonna make it.

18m
Tiktok shows the world in a fucked up state.
That is powerful that you don’t go to bed crying.
Major in minors. Give attention to where you are, how close or far from god. Adjust,
adjudication.

Empires, kingdoms and dynasties merged
19m
How much longer is this gonna take?
Now it’s laying in wait.

Marie Antoinette. We’re in the in-between.
Empires, kingdoms and dynasties have merged. It’s a mess
When Gozar asks if you’re god, say YES.



You gotta work on you, then shine with Gregg.
Helpmeet is great, but you still have to go through labor yourself.

24m
Through the looking glass.

25m
Councillor that calls himself a black woman.
That’s the Dyad / Othello. Bob is, therefore I am. Orphic baroque spirals / stages of
apprehension.
You need a baseline to gauge against.
Tiny note lets you navigate and grade the distractions.

28m
It's like Back to the Future when one change led to Biff turning their town into a yucky casino.
One little change changes entire reality. Need to know the reality so you're not surprised by it.
Know who you are, so they can't deceive you.

31m
Adam Lambert coming in and re-doing Freddie Mercury
It’s not about the lines, it’s about the space.

33m
You’re looking at big orphic baroque spirals (what's going on in the world) and wanna
see where you fit. Every level where you can attach power to where you are: follow that
and it will build and you'll become stronger, stronger, stronger.

But what about how we were supposed to take back our power from everything imbued outside
of us?
Okay, but when you merge empires, kingdoms and dynasties it becomes all about you.
Take it all and then lay it back into you.
Eg. You're stronger now than you were in the past.

34m
God is love but does God love me?
Empires, kingdoms and dynasties merging means it all about you. That’s how the feudal
system applies.
If you’re lord of your kingdom and someone says something, "I pity the fool". Power has to be
subverted over someone else.
Doesn't mean you have to take their power but you set the condition of things you can
see.
Eg. Bert not bound to this world. What he knows that he didn’t know before: what is sleep isn’t
sleep, it’s travel.



Not being bound by conditioned responses. Have to be where you are, but don’t have to be
there. Shifting conditions are a godly estate because you’re not shocked by it. Eg. Ginney
knows what will take place because she read the Revelation.
Bert: what we think about getting back with OA movements is really more than meets the eye.
Because OAM are angel shit. You’re ruling the angels. Thats why you can never engage them
in anger.

40m
Monoliths are now operational. Tiktoks will last when everything else is gone.
That’s why congress couldn’t ban tiktok.

42m
Merging of kingdoms, dynasties, empires has to do with piercing of eastern sky / gate
(and fall of tai chi).
Merging makes them obsolete. Also the fall of tai chi. Monoliths did that. Related to new cloud,
which is now operational. Cloud is complete, that's why eastern gate got pierced.
Fall of tai chi: pain is used to gauge, winning or losing an argument used to gauge.
Bob: all spiritual disciplines are obsolete. The 7 is now in the 8 due to Lockdown BobRule.
Rhyee returned to plane of essence. That’s Rhyee and that’s non physical.

46m
Now everything is: Orange, molecule, black hole, front spin, etc. is what’s causing all this
ridiculous behavior. They're looking for authority / rhyee.

Bert’s new pain is an example of fall of tai chi.
You have to bring the power to you, yet everything you know is gone. It's a simultaneous
experience.

49m
Charlie Munger doesn’t have an ego issue because he can pay the bills. Buffett doesn’t have a
care in the world. But Charlie says it could all go away. When you borrow power from a shell
company (Berkshire Hathaway)
That’s the rub of the difference between the two.
Converse and obverse side of the coin.
Newsflash: Half of B-H worried that it’s fixing to be over.

Obsolescing, retrieving and flipping-into
51m
With all this obsolescing and retrieving we’re also flipping into something.
Eg. You get diarrhea. Meat sack will respond. So you have to change it to flip it back to normal



(eg psyllium). You know the condition your condition is in when you run to the potty.
That’s what you’re trying to flip or balance in all realms (wet v dry).

Bob explains the Tetrad.
Retrieval is where you find yourself so you dont have to be concerned with where you
were. You might not be good at something when you start it. Eg. Bert worked on OAM till they
were good.
Whatever realm you find yourself in, you're gonna respond to.
Eg. Find yourself in a realm you’re not fond of, "these people ain't nice". That's the shift. So you
have to flip into that position and work with it at that level. Not a problem because it changes
quickly.

McLuhan was a prophet of iON because he added retrieval to the Hegelian dialectic.
Going to Andromeda is retrieval: back home, back to God.

JW’s hand washing experience. Bob washing hands to clear. Lost car and got it back.
Didn’t gauge reality based on what he experienced.
Can’t base your reality based on what you're experiencing / seeing, it’s not real

Can’t limit your reality based on what you see.

That sets the retrieval of how bringing yourself back to god applies.
Apply whole armor of god and follow marriage supper of lamb and you better know what vial
judgements are, due to 7th seal.

2000h
Spirograph
Bob has balls to say the most ridiculous things and is surprised when they come true. The
orphic spirals catch up to themselves.
That’s the spirograph coming back to same space and lining up.

Acoustic, kinetic, osmic: you have to know difference. That's a god thing because you couldn’t
connect dots with limited resources of what you know.

JW’s hand washing and hydrogen
Have to do with HHC2O3? Yes in a prima facae position.
As soon as we drain Mediterranean, you’ll see this.

You’ve prepared so something like EMP won’t freak you out.
The news isn't telling you it's over.
Those things are set in a place for the linear circular value.



5m
@Chad
Circular cycle of a linear progression
Triangulation. Ok, but that's cliched archetype. They want some meat.
Three points on circle, spinning like a sine / cosine model spinning through a pipe to see where
those lines coalesce.
Can have a sine and cosine on same pipe. That's where everybody messes it up. That's
where you have multiple triangular rhythms. That's frequency.
Or freak-en-sie because it's freaky when you figure it out.
Frequency, then you’re no longer bound by this linear progression. This world is not my
home.
Frequencies never change, only perspective or intraspection changes. Like bradycardia /
tachycardia, if you don't get it under control you'll get a-fib.

Keys and aethyrs and bradycardia / tachycardia balance. Carolyn's not scared. She knows
what's going on and is ready.

Keys and aethyrs and bradycardia / tachycardia balance: about cadence or key/aethyr match?
When you stomp down hell hill do you get what you're asking for? You have a position you're
addressing that you want something, that are so simple and easy till you try to do them, or
there's rules or constraints.
So you have to have this knower, when in doubt give it a shout, then you have to go into
TU.

Finding your place in the chart.

You have to have enough tactile visceral knowing that when it shifts, you don't get
thrown into another quadrant.
And if you do, then you have to know how to find your position or find your way back.

11m
Eg. Where did Elon Musk come from? Nowhere.
Followed a different triangulated path and found this one. He likes it.
You have to have this conditioned place of … being ballsy like Elon, Trump and Bob.

Triangulate a position in the larger hologram using Tiny Note

Coefficient of the relation is the substrate of the process of retrieval.

The coefficient of relationship is a measure of the degree of consanguinity (or biological
relationship) between two individuals.



Theme tonight is retrieval: getting you back to God.
The earth is in a maze.

iON has been using the triune positions in Tiny Note. That's why Bob created it.

19m
Now: New twist in the model to Bert's question.
Chad goes at it from tactile side, he thinks that way. Like Bob thinks in numbers. Chad does
everything in peripheral. Prefers decimals not fractions.

Brought in Chad to solve issue of how you find yourself in these different places and
notice weird things like Elon being richest person in world. Gov't loaned him money.
Anyone could do that.
Elon is example of slippage.
Now slippage has to connect.
“What condition your condition is in” - where you are from you – that's correct because you
have a baseline. Three Faces of Eve didn’t know where she was but she was fine, like most of
you.
You have to get bearings (fall of tai chi) that says we don’t have to use that to gauge
anymore.
Don’t need to do wax on / wax off anymore. Eventually, grasshopper knew how to do it.

23m
Prima facie = fasciitis Bert is experiencing.
If you’re gonna travel world, go to castles and through trees, better know where you are and
how to get back.
Eg. Carolyn never wanted to have a supplement company. But now she’s like “this is great
because I can control it and make clean formulas and so people can avoid the scams”

26m
Carolyn shows how to usher in a new credible, whole way to live, and not have a
wandering mind that puts you in a bad place.

Now you know what “not a thinking man’s game” really means.
Retrieval: gauging line of transferrable application of duality.
Works till you get to septad and find 2+2=5, straighten out newtonian stuff.

Walls of jasper, gates of pearl
28m
Walls of Jasper and Enoch
How Enoch helped John write Revelation chapter 23



32m
They said John of Patmos was crazy: that is shift between surreal rendition of what is now
reality. Nostradamus had same thing: he had to tone it down to not get killed by Medici.
This surreal rendition of reality is what iON has been speaking about since 2009.

34m
Book of Enoch books titles

Book 3, book of Noah: Adam to Noah is important.
Where you blow angels a new asshole.

36m
Obsidian and walls of jasper
Revelation 3:6: judgement of angels

40m
Once sky is pierced vial judgements come
Within 9 gates there are mysteries within mysteries

42m
Gates don't matter anymore because all gates open.

Eastern sky pierced, stages of apprehension. See the seven wonders.

Gates of Jasper and pedal are gates of heaven, gates to Andromeda.
Walls of jasper and pearl are what caused gates to be open.
7 walls that separate different kingdoms.
Space is not as vast as what you think it is. Your whole world is ring of 7

7 versions of Book of Enoch like the 3 versions of Nine Gates of the Kingdom of Shadows.

47m
Under the great dome
Outer, inner, and middle earth. Middle made it easy for aliens to live in tunnels.

This is called the convergence
Walls of jasper, gates of pearl relate to convergence

When eastern sky splits open, walls of jasper, gates of pearl.
Last step before they open and aliens come through.
It’s falling fast into place.
B2 aliens assembling



52m
Mud floods and tartaria
Artifacts from mud floods starting to be unearthed, even in Grand Canyon

55m
Movement of Ascher and walls of Jasper.
HHCO23 relates to Rev 21:18
18: And the building of the wall of it was of jasper: and the city was pure gold, like unto clear
glass.

HHCO23 Formula is cleaning up the gold to make it clear.

21:11 Having the glory of God: and her light was like unto a stone most precious, even like a
jasper stone, clear as crystal;

Dome over this world.

Destruction, then you have a New Jerusalem.

2100h
@Bert

Haleakala has height but is not as it appears.
What you see is not real, but see it and adjust to it (eg. I see mold on my bread, so you cut if
off. Have to know how to navigate around mold.

Movement of electrons and walls of jasper.

3m
@Chad Clear gold. Carbon new binder. Graphene
Have a transition.
Take that to meat sack body and that’s difference between Emmaus road and Damascus
road.

@Bert
Carbon and hydrogen are binding, like in Carolyn’s little C-hearts.

Cations

Ascher and 14 degrees of freedom
6m
Ascher gives you every possible perspective (im in your house, your pond, your bathtub).



Those things connect your space but you’re not in all those spaces at same time. What if your
worlds were same. Learn the pattern or you’ll need to put tape on the floor to find your way
around.

Ascher engages 12 foundational elements, through the 14 DOF.
Also the set base (like Chad says in geometry sets, which is building blocks of how you get your
144k 12x12K)

Are 14 DOF like senses?
Not so much. More like you can see.
Well traveled road gives insight and position, like how Bob can recall Corrine McLuhan’s
birthday.
Bob has mapped it.

12m
Bob: ‘set’ is longest word in dictionary. Like set of all angles in dodecahedron. Like ReSet.
Sets are like Chad uses in geometry. Sets is how angles in octad fit.
Shifts through the set. Don’t focus on one perspective or ratio.
Look from a big note perspective.

16m
Y’all are trying to figure out how to see it.
Ratio: distance between Marilouise Kroker and Thompson

Bob has laid it out so every possibility is possible.
Bob doesn’t accept anything or disdain anything because all possible. Just wants to
keep it simple so not many choices.

Bert uses 14DOF when triangulating
Like how Samantha popped around on Bewitched.

21m
12 foundational stones are part of meat sack. Uses a new kind of bond.

22m
Bonding neutrons and electrons.
Walls of jasper bonding with supersugar? No.
Walls of jasper contained within one another but not bonding with super sugar. The bond
that’s not really a bond but it is.

23m
Pentalog catches light of lustre. Pentalogs can be clear.
Pentalog candelabra trying to catch the light via lymphatic system.



Walls of Jasper like build up of uric acid in body, like gout.
Super sugar will soothe that, but won’t be in it.
It is third world / kinetic.

27m
Rings of angel diagram
Walls of jasper will surround the cloud
Demarcation line of yarmulke continent

30m
Walls of jasper, temple within and without is like Herod’s Viewing Porch.
Relate 12 stones to inner parts of your body.

Bob: “Jasper is liver” is irrelevant if body is changing. Know that it’s going to shift like
kaleidoscope. That’s like J McGee how firm a foundation.

32m
Numbers, ratios and perspectives
Numbers are angles.

35m
Stones of jasper will change when half-lines eliminated
Entropy won’t apply. Everything will be balanced.
Radiation will just be a placeholder, like puffs, you just eat them.
That’s numbers, like PI being set, not infinite, radiation will be nullified.
This applies to "God’s peculiar people who are not" as elements move to stability.
Eg. New baby that has 3 sets of mom and dad to prove the point of how you’ll have 144k
double helix strands.

40m
Those who don’t talk to Bob have no chance of becoming God.
Angels have no choice, must obey god’s will.
War in heaven has come down to who’s in charge.
Eg. Moses came down and said choose: who is on Lord’s side?

43m
Bob: World of God has no dimension: smaller than subatomic and bigger than outer
space.
iON: some of the most powerful things are tiny.
God is a void, but not the void you know.
Finnegans Wake is only way to make a book, everything else is false.
They say words so you’ll embrace them and make them true. It’s self-fulfilling (media ecology)



46m
Carolyn tells Bob look out window and see flying saucer

Kodachrome wouldn’t let you see it but digital does.
51m
@Chad
Really? Because you said they took all the Kodak film away which would have allowed them to
develop a photo with a monster in it like Stranger Things.

In negative (upside down), negative photography would work.
It would pay to know when we’re in Thompson Quadrant.

54m
@Rebecca
Moving above Berne in Texas

Wall that will be built at 33rd, yarmulke continent are related to walls of jasper.

56m
Yarmulke continent inside of us, have to rule and reign in our meat sack. The Ascher ring is the
trebler.

2200h
@Chad
Where would 33rd be in meat sack?
You see yourself as pure energy: your aura.
You are considered in your human form as energy; you have auras - that's where your
33rd parallel would be just outside you; you're bigger than you know; all of inside the 33rd
parallel would be you; cue up the Let's Come Back To God Sam Cooke

Faraday cage example from Warehouse 13
Also in Eureka when town was blocked.

6m
Where is cold play in body: keratin in nails. Cold play, watery jello.

This walls of jasper has to do with the electron bonds going away. They dont change but
can be merged.
Always a hendiadys.

9m
@Chad Discussion of tactility with Kate. My email to Bob.



Tactility not energy but conductivity.
Eg. When people lose a sense, their other sense becomes super charged because girth is for
all senses, but separation causes same amount to be spread across remaining senses.

Newton: energy cant be created or destroyed had to do with the 3 temples being destroyed.

14m
@Jean. You can smell a fire and then see a fire. But smell smoke where there is none and then
see UFO in sky.

Tactility not a sense, organizes sense inputs into coherence.

People think their nothingness is “losing their mind” but that’s tactility.

Atreyu from Neverending Story is example.
People with OCD uses senses to note discretion, tactility is what caused the smoke to come.

21m
Sounds like Bob was anticipating how iON would come and clean up tactility by explaining
Ascension.

Tactility is physical expression of non physical.

28m
@Rebecca personal questions about 33rd parallel and money.

34m
@Chad
Would there be a benefit to using 3 known values plus a future value to triangulate my
ascension? Which values?

Tell Kate not to try to understand. Once it’s in the soup, it’s soup.

37m
@Jean
Controlling or making things… this power you’re trying to control. Have so much power that you
can acquire $50k to get shingles and not put them on.

If you rely on money to be comfortable, that’s ok but you have to go to the next level. Like
Trump doesn’t care about money because he can always borrow more.
That’s tactility: you think you have to have money, so there is some.

41m
@Bert
TikToks



51m
Yellowstone erupted May 1

54m
Connection between May 5 eclipse and Yellowstone eruption
Moon and slingshot.

57m
Liens on your birth certificate
Now with fall of Crown Inc, they have no leg to stand on.

2300h
4m
Liens on birth certificate are linked to the derivatives.
That’s how they connect it to the jabbed no longer own their bodies.
Everyone has a new number now. Name written in Lamb’s book of life.

Cosimo Medici knew this first about derivatives.

12m
Who helped build the dome?

16m
@Chad
A2 B2 aliens are linked to triangulation tangents.

20m
War in heaven is between your ears. Come into your power

21m
Fort Hood renamed

27m
MUSIC

0000h
@Phil
Stones and armor of god and tribes of Israel
Ephesians 6:10-18

12 For we wrestle not against flesh and blood, but against principalities, against powers,
against the rulers of the darkness of this world, against spiritual wickedness in high places.



(That’s BOB)
Correlations change like keys and aethyrs and Orphic baroque spirals.

39m
@Jack
Pinochle melding.
Good example of how to win at life.
And how to organize your life.
Blending things together to find out what you want to do.

55m
How to balance umbrage?
Come into position where you’re adjusting your reality rather than your persuasion.
Watch what’s going on around you and adjust it.
You’re now into the only thing that has ever worked anyway.

0100h
@Kate
You have to get into Bob material or just get so happy doing what you enjoy.

17m
Wipe out cobwebs. More melding example.

20m
Look at what is, and go from there.

@Phil
Dobbstown is the new Jerusalem
John only SAW new Jerusalem
Not everyone will get to live in new Jerusalem.
You can be stuck in lockdown Bobrule but not necessarily be in Dobbstown.

Shouldn’t be anxious but prepare and know what’s coming, know who you are. Come what
May.
Don’t get comfortable in anything unless it is part of ascension or it will be fleeting.

32m
Gems in breastplate.
Gems are elemental positions of the wall and ???
Amethyst gives spiritual balance. So does ReAline.



36m
Book of Enoch. Section 2.
Ancient of Days

41m
He shall hurl kings from their thrones and dominions because they won’t humble themselves
before Bob.

48m
@Jean
More on Book of Enoch
Sons of god are sons of Seth; and sons of man in Book of Enoch.
Seth was connection they allowed you to walk with god as god.

Separation of gods and little men

52m
BlackRock

0200h
China is no longer a concern.

8m
There won’t be banks anymore.
One world currency.

15m
Why do we have to track GDP
Without it we go back to a feudal system

19m
What’s going to happen when people realize money is gone. Empire is imploding.

24m
What’s the stock market going to look like?

26m
Why world economy must be pegged

29m
Detaching the standard from money. Gotta have RnA Drops



31m
If Bob can mass produce Wilson then he gets to decide who are the feudal lords.

35m
iON gave another warning of what’s coming on the tail end of talking about RnA Drops as
currency

God is dead, finding out McCarthyism doesn’t work.

42m
AI now making their own languages is the Mae Brussell Effect. Effects precede the
cause.

46m
Any benefits to AI? Depends who wins.
This is an individual thing.

49m
Is Tech Body reading your mind? No it is your mind. It tells you what to think. So don’t
think.

AI is the baby of tech body. Bob is baby daddy.
It’s the perfect five bodied model Bob warned you about.
Krishnamurti told you same thing. Mormons too.

52m
Non physical is gone. It’s being absorbed.

You’ll know pain is ascension when no drug can take it away

55m
JWs contrast and eating.
He has a magic bag like felix the cat
Carolyn stomps down hell hill
This is the application of power
iON sees us as complete and full of power, perfect

0300h
If all the formulas are balanced in your body then they become like AI where they learn
what you need.

AI may ascend but as long as you ascend then them and the angels will work for you



5m
Bob on mantle
You’ve got the keyhole, you’re looking for the key
The mantle is the seat of authority
We have keys to the kingdom but have to use them

8m
Bert has physical keys

15m
Mae Brussell Effect recording

22m
@Eira
What happens to the Antarctica ice wall when earth goes to Andromeda
Jasper walls are set into the ice walls
Frisbee: flat earth with 4 corners, time is set, Bob’s aiming on sphinx, Giza pyramids setup,
enough mercury to offset any other issue, then spin frisbee at opening of Bob’s neck in the sun

It is ok to take earth through sun if you have a good iron curtain / dome like in Israel.
To recalculate how earth is going to handle Carbon.
Find out how to shift carbon into a super stage, so the Mountain are going to have a communal
welder that will jack up carbon emissions.

We’re on our way to Andromeda
Eg. Northern lights moving further south

Because we’re prepared, we won’t freak out when some chaos comes and we know it
will pass in 2 weeks or less.

31m
What’s bound on Earth is bound in heaven so these fools can’t get to space. Superbubble that
protects, except containment of the split with the core. When it shifts, we have to be ready to
go. When EMF drops, you can’t wait to go anymore.

This is the same dome that was no good for NASA, same dome that Israel has.

34m
Watch Israel to know if iron dome holds
If it falls, pack your shit

You will see northern lights in the day.



36m
@Madeleine
Description of the Iron Curtain dome
Forcefield charged by a particle accelerator
It’s a technological anomaly

43m
First 2 Jesuses said to devil when offered ascension, “I’m already God, how can I be
more God than god? Fuck you.”

45m
iON says they’re not going tell about amino acids.

47m
How do I get unfucked?

49m
Northern lights will be brindle: coefficient of unstable shifting position.

There will be a new temple built, but before or after going to Andromeda? We’ll see.

53m
Rebuilding of Temple
Wailing wall wasn’t the temple, it was just the Herod’s porch.
Scriptures say temple will be rebuilt in a day
Red heifers are already in Israel.
Temple will not be built with human hands. AI is not human. Are there humans on earth that
could become Gods and rebuild it.
When you get into your power, power moves it. Mass responds to power coefficients. Chad’s
done this already.

Can also move things with Negative pH and amino acids.

0300h
Finnegans Wake p. 403

403 UP
Hark!
Tolv two elf kater ten (it can't be) sax.
Hork!
Pedwar pemp foify tray (it must be) twelve.
And low stole o'er the stillness the heartbeats of sleep.



White fogbow spans. The arch embattled. Mark as capsules.
The nose of the man who was nought like the nasoes.

outside inferences like a tulpa that this reality cannot be (it must be).

It is self
tinted, wrinkling, ruddled. His kep is a gorsecone. He am Gascon
Titubante of Tegmine - sub - Fagi whose fixtures are mobil-
ing so wobiling befear my remembrandts.

the crazy things happening now, indictments, wrinkled. What is Gascon [Gazprom?] House
of Reps guy who will be indicted.

She, exhibit next, his
Anastashie. She has prayings in lowdelph. Zeehere green egg-
brooms. What named blautoothdmand is yon who stares? Gu-
gurtha! Gugurtha! He has becco of wild hindigan. Ho, he hath
hornhide! And hvis now is for you.

bluetooth with tech body / AI has been set to be exposed

Pensée! The most beautiful
of woman of the veilch veilchen veilde.

She would kidds to my
voult of my palace, with obscidian luppas, her aal in her dhove's
suckling. Apagemonite! Come not nere! Black! Switch out!
Methought as I was dropping asleep somepart in nonland of
where's please (and it was when you and they were we) I heard
at zero hour as 'twere the peal of vixen's laughter among mid-
night's chimes from out the belfry of the cute old speckled church
tolling so faint a goodmantrue as nighthood's unseen violet
rendered all animated greatbritish and Irish objects nonviewable
to human watchers save 'twere perchance anon some glistery

go back to the obsidian lupus, apocalyptic (Apagemonite)
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gleam darkling adown surface of affluvial flowandflow as again
might seem garments of laundry reposing a leasward close at
hand in full expectation. And as I was jogging along in a dream as
dozing I was dawdling, arrah, methought broadtone was heard and
the creepers and the gliders and flivvers of the earth breath and



the dancetongues of the woodfires and the hummers in their
ground all vociferated echoating: Shaun! Shaun! Post the post!

humans are doing what they do and earth responds in kind. Be mindful because thinking
thoughts think. Example of earth broad tone being exposed.
??? Our thunk thoughts get stored in the earth?
Earth is ripping and shaking. This is announcing that.

with a high voice and O, the higher on high the deeper and low,
I heard him so! And lo, mescemed somewhat came of the noise
and somewho might amove allmurk. Now, 'twas as clump, now
mayhap. When look, was light and now 'twas as flasher, now
moren as the glaow. Ah, in unlitness 'twas in very similitude,
bless me,

things they said were gonna happen are happening. Gotta watch the lights

'twas his belted lamp! Whom we dreamt was a shaddo,
sure, he's lightseyes, the laddo! Blessed momence, O romence,
he's growing to stay! Ay, he who so swayed a will of a wisp
before me, hand prop to hand, prompt side to the pros, dressed
like an earl in just the correct wear, in a classy mac Frieze o'coat
of far suparior ruggedness, indigo braw, tracked and tramped,
and an Irish ferrier collar, freeswinging with mereswin lacers from
his shoulthern and thick welted brogues on him hammered to suit
the scotsmost public and climate, iron heels and sparable soles, and
his jacket of providence wellprovided woolies with a softrolling
lisp of a lapel to it and great sealingwax buttons,

laying out worldwide capacity of things being announced. Iron heels, souls of men, feet on
grand, watch the woolies. Will be things outside the human genome experience. Linking it
all together of a world wide event, not just US event.

a good helping
bigger than the slots for them, of twentytwo carrot krasnapopp-
sky red and his invulnerable burlap whiskcoat and his popular
choker, Tamagnum sette-and-forte

Turnberry

and his loud boheem toy and
the damasker's overshirt he sported inside, a starspangled zephyr
with a decidedly surpliced crinklydoodle front with his motto



through dear life embrothred over it in peas, rice, and yeggy-
yolk, Or for royal, Am for Mail, R.M.D. hard cash on the nail
and the most successfully carried gigot turnups now you ever,

international deals in Biden family. AM for mail is one of the LLCs Biden’s use. RMD is
where all hard cash went to from Burisma.

(what a pairfact crease! how amsolookly kersse!) breaking over
the ankle and hugging the shoeheel, everything the best none
other from (Ah, then may the turtle's blessings of God and Mary
and Haggispatrick and Huggisbrigid be souptumbling all over
him!) other than (and may his hundred thousand welcome stewed
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letters, relayed wand postchased, multiply, ay faith, and plultiply!)
Shaun himself.
What a picture primitive!
Had I the concordant wiseheads of Messrs Gregory and Lyons
alongside of Dr Tarpey's and I dorsay the reverend Mr Mac
Dougall's, but I, poor ass, am but as their fourpart tinckler's dun-
key. Yet methought Shaun (holy messonger angels be uninter-
ruptedly nudging him among and along the winding ways of
random ever!) Shaun in proper person (now may all the blue-
blacksliding constellations continue to shape his changeable time-
table!) stood before me.

going back to old ways, Strong concordance, wise guys, now bumping into the Lyons
(Bowles). MacDougal is fall of Crown Inc.

And I pledge you my agricultural word
by the hundred and sixty odds rods and cones of this even's
vision that young fellow looked the stuff, the Bel of Beaus'
Walk, a prime card if ever was! Pep? Now without deceit it is
hardly too much to say he was looking grand, so fired smart, in
much more than his usual health. No mistaking that beamish
brow! There was one for you that ne'er would nunch with good
Duke Humphrey but would aight through the months without a
sign of an err in hem and then, otherwise rounding, fourale to the
lees of Traroe. Those jehovial oyeglances! The heart of the rool!
And hit the hencoop.

change in environment. Sean, Galileo resting position of what you see. Beau Biden



He was immense, topping swell for he was
after having a great time of it, a twentyfour hours every moment
matters maltsight, in a porterhouse, scutfrank, if you want to
know, Saint Lawzenge of Toole's, the Wheel of Fortune, leave
your clubs in the hall and wait on yourself, no chucks for wal-
nut ketchups, Lazenby's and Chutney graspis (the house the once

golf clubs, running wild with the whores; Biden money laundering.

queen of Bristol and Balrothery twice admired because her
frumped door looked up Dacent Street) where in the sighed of
lovely eyes while his knives of hearts made havoc he had re-
cruited his strength by meals of spadefuls of mounded food, in
anticipation of the faste of tablenapkins, constituting his three-
partite pranzipal meals plus a collation, his breakfast of first, a bless
us O blood and thirsthy orange, next, the half of a pint of becon
with newled googs and a segment of riceplummy padding, met
of sunder suigar and some cold forsoaken steak peatrefired from
the batblack night o'erflown then, without prejuice to evectuals,
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came along merendally his stockpot dinner of a half a pound or
round steak, very rare, Blong's best from Portarlington's Butchery,
with a side of riceypeasy and Corkshire alla mellonge and bacon
with (a little mar pliche!) a pair of chops and thrown in from the
silver grid by the proprietoress of the roastery who lives on the
hill

prison meals Biden’s will have if they don’t get executed. Too much smoke for their not to be
a flame of fire.

0500h
Tailgate

0600h
18m
Wyndham Lewis' Hitler is basis for media ecology. Influenced Innis and McLuhan.


